
Single Wire Shiraz
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Single Wire is special as it was the
first Tin Shed wine made in 1998
Grown in high Barossa, also known as Eden Valley, the
cooler climate means slower ripening and beautifully
elegant wine. Shallow soils make for a lesser-cropped
vineyard, ensuring grapes are high quality and full of
flavour.

Our Single Wire Shiraz spent 20 months in a mix of new

and aged French oak, producing a wine deep red in

colour, bright and inviting.

The nose shows dark red fruit, Eden Valley herbals,

layers of dark spice, white pepper, and violets with

seamlessly integrated French oak, powerful yet elegant.

On the palate are layers of dark fruits, spice, smoked

meats with well-balanced acidity, fine French oak, and

silky tannins. This wine has great structure, elegance and

opulence, showing its unique influence and versatility.

Minimal intervention winemaking
No additions and minimal S02 at bottling

Single Vineyard • Handpicked • Vegan Friendly 
• Basket Pressed • Indigenous Yeast 

VARIETY 100% SHIRAZ

REGION EDEN VALLEY [KEYNETON]

RESIDUAL SUGAR 0.5 G/L

TOTAL ACID 6.7 G/L

ABV 15%

PH 3.45

W I N E  A N A L Y S I S
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93 92
points points

This is Eden Valley fruit and the wine sees 20 months in a mix of new and old

French oak.

Milk chocolate melds with blackberry, brown spice, and smoke to begin with.

This is followed by coffee grounds, a creamy note from the oak, and a bit of

lacquer aroma, too, from a high ABV.

The palate is full bodied, with a creamy texture. Blackberry, milk chocolate,

mocha, cacao, and some red plum. This plum note carries with the a critically

freshening acid line alongside fine, silky tannins. It finishes quite long and fine. 

A combination of single vineyard, old vines and minimal intervention winemaking

equals a good mix of ingredients behind this ’21 Shiraz. 

It works well, producing a sweet-fruited and tasty Barossa Shiraz that fills the

mouth with juicy flavour. Rich purple hues. Plums, black cherries, cassis and

black fruits aplenty light up the aroma with aniseed, spices and earth. 

Offers a generous richness, no doubt the result of 15% alcohol, and it’s carried

well across a full-bodied middle palate. Woodsmoke oak is applied sensitively.

Has easy drinking in mind and is ready to be enjoyed immediately.
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The flagship offering from Tin Shed. The flagship offering from Tin Shed. 

Tom Kline Jeni Port

There’s a cool Eden Valley elegance that permeates this
wine, despite its ripeness, obvious oak influence, and 15%
ABV. Nicely done.
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